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GRADUATE STUDENT HANDBOOK
The aim of this handbook is to insure that you have access to the information needed to settle into the College life. You should read
the handbook carefully and make sure that you understand what you can expect in terms of the academic and social life at the
College, and also what is expected of you.
If you are unable to find the information you need in the handbook, please speak to the Student Services staff as they are always
there to help and support you.

AMENDMENTS
The Student Handbook has been prepared to support you as you join the College and is accurate at the time of printing. However,
there are instances where the handbook must be updated during the course of the academic year and these amendments will be
posted to the portal. Please check the portal regularly to ensure that you have the most up-to-date information.

FEEDBACK
ECAE welcomes its students’ opinions, and if you have any comments or suggestions for the improvement of the handbook please
let us know by emailing the Institutional Research and Effectiveness Unit (ireu@ecae.ac.ae).

DISCLAIMER
The Student Handbook is an official document describing ECAE’s policies, procedures, regulations and requirements. Every effort
has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information presented in this handbook. However, no responsibility is assumed for
editorial, clerical or printing errors, or errors occasioned by mistakes. The College reserves the right to make changes without prior
notice to the information contained in this publication, including the alteration of various fees, schedules, conditions of admission and
credit requirements, and the revision or cancellation of particular courses or programs.
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© Copyright ECAE - All rights reserved.
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WELCOME FROM THE VICE CHANCELLOR
Welcome to the Emirates College for Advanced Education
(ECAE), a higher education institution that focuses on excellence,
innovation, advancement and transformation in the field of
education. The mandate of the College is to support the higher
education strategy of Abu Dhabi and the UAE by providing future
generations with high quality education to drive the economy.
ECAE is a place where potentials are unleashed, ideas are
created, innovations are supported and where the transformation
of education is happening. This is all possible due to the quality of
our students and learners; the dedication of our staff; the highly
qualified faculty body; the high quality accredited academic
programs we offer; and the research activities that complement
our Postgraduate Diploma (PGD), Master of Education (M.Ed),
and Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D) programs.
Our specialized academic programs aim to develop wellrounded human service professionals whom we bid on to make
a difference in their schools, profession, communities and the
society at large. The programs are designed with a balance of
theory, practice and research in order to develop the educators
of tomorrow. Our faculty, staff and the entire ECAE administration
are always ready and well positioned to assist the learners through
their academic and professional journey with the College.
ECAE’s exceptional faculty members are engaged in
multidisciplinary and aspiring research activities that contribute
significantly to the education needs of the UAE and to their
respective fields of study. They have become an integral part
of the educational system through a wide range of outreach
activities including developing courses, trainings, qualifications
and standards; and through continuous collaboration and
partnerships with different stakeholders among which are the
Ministry of Education (MoE), Abu Dhabi Department of Education
and Knowledge (ADEK), the General Secretariat of the Executive
Council (GSEC), Abu Dhabi School of Government, and the
National Qualification Authority (NQA).
Moreover, ECAE offers, through its Continuing Education Centre
(CEC), a wide range of professional development programs
that are locally and internationally certified by ACTVET and
NCFE/CACHE, respectively. The Centre provides trainings and
programs that support the needs of educators. Those include
the Certified Trainer program (Train the Trainer), the Assessor
and Internal Verifier qualifications, in addition to various programs
supporting the UAE Teacher & Educational Leadership Standards
(TELS-UAE). Furthermore, the Centre offers several professional
development short courses and workshops in different areas
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ECAE is a place where potentials
are unleashed, ideas are created,
innovations are supported and
where the transformation of
education is happening
such as: STEM, Mathematical Thinking, Positive Thinking for
Teachers, MoralEducation and Critical Thinking for Students.
The content of all our programs is designed, developed and
delivered while ensuring alignment with high quality standards
and exceptional experience for our learners.
Most importantly, we are extremely proud of our alumni, who
have demonstrated and reflected, at their workplace, the quality
of education that they have gained while at ECAE. We seek to
keep them engaged with the College to further upscale their
knowledge and skills and we thrive to continuously improve our
programs’ alignment with the market needs.
Whether you are an educator looking for developing your skills
through graduate studies or professional development programs,
ECAE will provide you with an exceptional educational journey
and provide you with what is needed to improve your career
development.
I look forward to personally welcoming you to Emirates College
for Advanced Education.
Dr. Ebrahim Alhajri
Vice Chancellor

ABOUT
ECAE
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ABOUT ECAE
History and Future

Accreditation

Emirates College for Advanced Education (ECAE) was founded
by an Emiri Decree (Law No. 17 of Year 2007) on 1st July 2007
under the direction of His Highness Sheikh Khalifa Bin Zayed Al
Nahyan, President of United Arab Emirates. The College was
established to offer undergraduate and postgraduate degree
programs for future educators as well as professional development
opportunities for in-service educators for modernization of
school education in the UAE while offering educational research
solutions to the nation. ECAE provides opportunities for UAE
Nationals to expand their knowledge in the field of teaching,
school administration and educational leadership. ECAE is fully
owned and financed by the Government of Abu Dhabi and
affiliated with Department of Education and Knowledge (ADEK).
The main campus is situated in the Khalifa City of Abu Dhabi
Emirate while Teacher Training Institute (TTI) in Ajman is ECAE’s
branch campus (Ajman Campus) in the Northern Emirates.

The Ministry of Education established the Commission for
Academic Accreditation (CAA) to oversee licensure of institutions
of higher education and accreditation of their academic programs.
In Abu Dhabi, Department of Education and Knowledge (ADEK),
earlier known as Abu Dhabi Education Council (ADEC) operates
at the emirate level. To operate as a HEI in UAE, ECAE requires
to meet the regulations of ADEK as well as the CAA Standards
of MoE.

The College commenced teaching its first cohort of undergraduate
program in September 2007, its Postgraduate Diploma program
in October 2007, its Master of Education program in September
2014, and its Doctor of Philosophy programs in January 2019.
ECAE offers a range of specialized Post Graduate Diplomas,
Master of Education and Doctoral programs in Education are
currently being offered. All the academic programs are approved
by the Department of Education and Knowledge (ADEK) and are
also accredited by the Commission for Academic Accreditation
(CAA) of Ministry of Education, UAE. ECAE is the first institution in
the UAE to have a BACB-verified course sequence (VCS) being
offered in bachelor program. The BACB has also approved
ECAE as an Approved Continuing Education (ACE) provider.
ECAE has active partnerships and stakeholder involvement
for research-informed improvements in the quality of teaching,
learning and leadership, especially in the UAE. Our key partners
range from Prime Minister’s Office, the Ministry of Education,
and Department of Education and Knowledge to institutions like
Khalifa University, as well as schools including British School Al
Khubairat, Al Yasat School, Aldar Academies, etc. and special
needs organizations like MRC-NECC, Special Olympics-UAE
and Al Mubaraka Foundation to name a few.
Whether an educator is looking for lifelong learning through
graduate studies or want to join professional development
programs, ECAE offers an exceptional educational journey to
suit versatile career development needs.
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“Emirates College for Advanced Education located in the
Emirate(s) of Abu Dhabi and Ajman, is officially Licensed by
the Ministry of Education of the United Arab Emirates to award
degrees/qualifications in higher education”; all current degrees
and programs being offered by ECAE are approved by ADEK
and accredited by the Ministry of Education.
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ABOUT ECAE

Vision, Mission and Goals

Priority 3: Knowledge Creation
Goals:

Vision

> Mobilize knowledge internally and externally

Leading educational transformation in and beyond UAE

> Increase research impact

Mission
Transforming education through specialized, research-informed
academic and professional development programs in a
collaborative, state-of-the-art learning environment

> Obtain and utilize research funding effectively
> Increase interdisciplinary research
Priority 4: Excellence
Goals:

Strategic Priorities and Goals

> Establish and sustain high quality learning programs

Priority 1: People
Goals:

> Promote organizational improvement by adopting bestpractice governance

> Promote wellbeing
> Optimize quantity, quality and diversity
> Nurture personal, professional, and career development
Priority 2: Learning
Goals:
> Enhance learning opportunities
> Provide innovative and personalized learning opportunities
> Provide competitive, accessible and inclusive lifelong
learning opportunities
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> Deploy resources efficiently & effectively

> Develop state-of-the-art infrastructural support
Priority 5: Glocal Footprint
Goals:
> Become a high impact change agent
> Practice community social responsibility
> Enhance visibility
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ECAE PARTNERS
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CAMPUS FACILITIES AND GENERAL RULES
ECAE has a friendly campus with lots of space where you can
meet up with your peers, form study groups or just sit and relax
in a culturally appropriate learning environment.

Building Access
The College building is open between the hours of 7:00 am to
8:00 pm Sunday to Thursday. If you want to access the building
outside normal working hours, you should request permission
from Program Chair who will inform Facilities Management.
ECAE’s Campus has ramps at the main entrances of the
building.

Parking
There are on-site parking lots available for employees and
students in Gate #04. Public parking is also available around the
campus area.

Prayer Rooms
Separate prayer areas are designated for males and females
within the College.
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Dining Services
Daily food and beverages services are available at the cafeteria,
coffee shop and vending machines.

Student Rest Areas
The College has designated rooms for students and there are
rest areas throughout ECAE for students to sit and relax.

Adjustments for People of Determination
The College is committed to assisting students who are People
of Determination. Information on such assistance is available with
academic support staff.

Lost Property
You should not bring valuable personal property to campus:
ECAE will not cover the cost of any lost or damaged personal
property.
Lost and found property should be turned in to Reception. The
Facilities Management Department log and keep all lost property
for the duration of the academic year. Items not retrieved by
the end of the academic year will be donated to a charitable
organization. If you lose something, please contact the Student
Services Department.
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GENERAL RULES ON CAMPUS
Children on Campus

Pets

Students are allowed to bring their children to campus in
exceptional cases upon the approval of the Head of Academic
Support. Where permission is granted, you will be responsible for
their safety on campus and they should stay with you at all times.
Children are not allowed to attend classes with you.

Pets are not allowed on campus.

Smoking
Smoking is not permitted on campus.
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Mobile Devices
You can use your mobile devices on campus. Mobile devices
can be used in the classroom to support teaching and learning
activities; however, mobile devices must not be used to take
photographs and videos of others without their permission.
Mobile devices are not allowed in the examination rooms and
halls. If a mobile phone/device is found with you during the exam,
it is considered cheating. The College has the discretion to apply
a range of penalties, from a failed grade to academic suspension
or dismissal from the College as per the college policies.
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EMERGENCY SITUATIONS

If an emergency situation arises call ECAE Reception on extension
999 and request the Emergency Service. For all emergencies
please give following details:

Fire
If you discover a fire:

> The emergency (e.g. fire, medical emergency).

> Call campus security immediately.

> The location of the emergency.

> Use the fire extinguisher only if it is safe and you are
trained to do so.

> Your name and your telephone extension or mobile
number.
> The evacuation assembly area is near Gate #4.

Preparing for Emergency
It is always useful to know the building so that you can exit quickly
in the event of an emergency:

Evacuation Procedures
> Remain calm. Upon reaching any door feel the top part of
the door with the back of your hand, if the door feels cool,
open it slightly and look in both directions for nearest exit
sign. Close the door behind you.

> Know the location of emergency exits in the building.

> Evacuate immediately through the nearest exit, staircase
to the assembly point - do not use lift/elevators.

> Plan an escape route from your classroom and other
gathering areas to each exit.

> Do not stop or re-enter the building to collect personal
belongings.

> Familiarize yourself with the location of any break glass fire
alarms in your building.

> If the door is hot when you test it, do not open it. Use an
alternate route to exit.
> If you cannot leave the room but if there is a phone
available, call the emergency numbers and report where
you are in the building. If there is no phone, post a sign in
the window to draw attention and signal for help. If you
cannot exit, your room is the safest place to be.
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ACADEMIC
PROGRAMS
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GRADUATE PROGRAMS
ASSESSMENT AND SCHOOL EVALUATIONS
DIVISION

CURRICULUM AND INSTRUCTIONS DIVISION
Postgraduate Diploma

Postgraduate Diploma in School Evaluation and
Improvement (PGD in SEI)
The PGD in School Evaluation and Improvement is a responsive
and flexible one-year modular program that is aligned with Level
8 in the UAE Qualification Framework - QF Emirates. It focuses
on preparing educators who are capable of enhancing school
development and improvement through building consolidated
knowledge and skills, within the realm of systems and processes,
that promote school effectiveness, facilitate and functionalize
school reforms and innovations. The diploma consists of
mandatory courses which total 24 credits.
Master of Education (M.Ed.): Educational Assessment
The Master of Education in Educational Assessment is a
36-credits flexible two-year modular program that is aligned
with Level 9 in the UAE Qualification Framework (QF Emirates).
It focuses on developing students’ depth and breadth of
knowledge in the field of educational measurement and
assessment. The program develops the problem-solving skills
and analytical thinking required to begin research in the field of
educational measurement and assessment. Students enrolled in
the program will master the skills required for careers in applied
research, development and/or teaching.
Ph.D. in Education: Measurement and Assessment
The Doctor of Philosophy in Education: Measurement and
Assessment is a 60-credit program that is aligned with Level 10
in the UAE Qualification Framework (QF Emirates) and offered
over four years. It is a pioneering program in the region and the
first postgraduate program in the UAE to offer the state-of-theart training in highly advanced and sophisticated techniques
and methods in the field of educational measurement and
assessment to advance the frontiers of knowledge locally and
globally. Students will develop highly advanced and complex
problem-solving and analytical reasoning skills through the
conduct of independent, original research to solve pressing
problems in the field of education locally, regionally and globally.
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The Post Graduate Program in Education (PGDE) program
provides an alternative route into teaching for those whose first
degree is not in education. It also offers a pathway for in-service
practitioners to obtain a post graduate teaching qualification
through the General Track or by specialising in Science or
Mathematics education Tracks. Students in the Math and
Science courses learn pedagogy skills with application to Biology,
Chemistry, Physics and Math aimed at teaching the curriculum
for students in Cycles 1, 2 and 3. Linked to school Practicum
and Internship experiences, the courses in Science and Math are
designed to support students as they learn to effectively plan and
assess for students’ success, ultimately leading to teaching with
confidence using research and evidence-based practices. The
PGDE is a 25-credit, one-year degree program.
Master of Education (M.Ed.): Curriculum and Learning
Design
The Master of Education in Curriculum and Learning Design is a
36-credit flexible two-years modular program that is aligned with
Level 9 in the UAE Qualification Framework (QF Emirates). The
program is designed to develop research- informed educators
as curriculum and resources experts who are skilled instructional
designers, to lead educational improvement in the UAE. This is
achieved through a distinctive program consisting of courses
focusing on recent developments in theories of teaching and
learning. The program also emphasizes the implementation of
educational research in authentic contexts and offers flexible
seminar topics aligned with current and emergent educational
trends as well as best practice in pedagogy.
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GRADUATE PROGRAMS
COUNSELLING, SPECIAL EDUCATION AND
NEUROSCIENCES DIVISION
Postgraduate Diploma in Guidance and Counselling
The postgraduate degree in Guidance and Counselling is a
responsive and flexible one-year modular program that is aligned
with Level 8 in the UAE Qualification Framework (QF Emirates). The
qualification introduces the principles and practices of guidance
and counselling to ensure acquaintance and understanding
of recognized support practices offered within an educational
setting that address career counselling and assist students who
face personal, social and academic challenges. Students who
complete 24 credits will be awarded a postgraduate diploma in
Guidance and Counselling.
Postgraduate Diploma in Applied Behavior Analysis
The Postgraduate Diploma in Applied Behavior Analysis is a
responsive and flexible, 24 credit, one-year modular program
that is aligned with Level 8 in the UAE Qualification Framework
(QF Emirates). The qualification introduces the principles and
practices of Applied Behavior Analysis to ensure acquaintance
and understanding of recognized evidence-based practice
for improving socially significant behavior across all settings in
everyday life. The coursework completed for the Postgraduate
Diploma in Applied Behavior Analysis meets the coursework
requirement to be eligible to sit for the Board Certified Assistant
Behavior Analyst (BCaBA) examination.
Master of Education in Applied Behavior Analysis
The Master of Education in Applied Behavior Analysis is a flexible,
36-credit, two-years modular program that is aligned with
Level 9 in the UAE Qualification Framework (QF Emirates). The
program is designed to develop research-informed educators as
expert behavior analysts who are skilled at behavior assessment
and change, to lead educational improvement in the UAE.
This is achieved through a distinctive program consisting of
courses focusing on recent developments in behavioral theories
of teaching and learning. The program also emphasizes the
implementation of educational research in authentic contexts
addressing topics aligned with current and emergent educational
trends. The coursework completed for the Master of Education in
Applied Behavior Analysis meets the coursework requirement to
be eligible to sit for the Board Certified Behavior Analyst (BCBA)
examination.
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Master of Education in Special and Inclusive Education
The Master of Education in Special and Inclusive Education is a
flexible two-years program that is aligned with Level 9 in the UAE
Qualification Framework (QF Emirates). The program is designed
to prepare teachers to improve the lives and academic outcomes
for students with special needs who are typically served in
the general education classroom. This is achieved through
this program that is designed around incorporating applicable
evidence-based strategies. The program also emphasizes
incorporating research into practice and includes courses that
teachers need, to improve their practice so that each child can
succeed academically, socially and move through grade levels
with the support they need.
Ph.D. in Education: Educational Neuroscience
The Doctor of Philosophy in Education: Educational Neuroscience
is a 60-credit program that is aligned with Level 10 in the UAE
Qualification Framework (QF Emirates) and offered over four
years. The Ph.D. in Educational Neuroscience is a pioneering
program: it is the first postgraduate program in the UAE to offer
training at the cutting-edge frontier of cognitive neuroscience and
education. Key issues in education are framed within the social
science of education and the science of learning and behavior.
The PhD Program addresses the essence of education: how
do we learn? What can be done to improve learning? How
to support those struggling with learning? The Cognitive
Neuroimaging Unit (CNU) at ECAE is a dedicated research unit
with world-experts and laboratory facilities to advance research
that merges cognitive neuroscience and education.
Ph.D. in Education: Special Education
The Doctor of Philosophy in Education: Special Education is a
degree designed for individuals who seek advanced and highly
specialized knowledge in the areas of special education and
research. The Ph.D. in Special Education is a unique program in
the UAE with its depth and breadth of coursework designed to
support people of determination. The program offers challenging
coursework grounded in the field’s most current research and
methodologies.
Please refer to Graduate Catalog for the structure and
course contents of all programs.

ACADEMIC

INFORMATION
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ACADEMIC INFORMATION
APPLYING TO ECAE

SEMESTER

Students who would like to become an educator of tomorrow’s
youth should contact the College Registration Office. The staff
in the Registration Office guide applicants through the process
and the application form should be completed online. Students
are encouraged to submit their applications early in order to be
assured of a place without waiting for application deadlines.

A semester is a period of time, typically a minimum of 15 weeks,
during which the College offers courses.

ADMISSION PROCESS
Admissions Staff will review applications against the Admissions
Requirements for the graduate program. If the applicant has
already met the requirements, then the admissions staff will invite
the applicant to an interview. Where the applicant’s results are
just below the program Admissions Requirements, the Head
of Registration will review the application with an Admission
Panel to inviting the applicant to discuss with the College faculty
whether they can be supported into the program.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Please contact the College on 800 5555 where the personnel will
provide you with information about the College. Applicants can
also go directly to ECAE’s website or call the Admission Office on
02 5099 999 between the hours of 8am to 4pm.

CREDIT HOUR
1 semester credit equals approximately 1 hour of time in class
per week over a semester of 15 weeks or longer. It is assumed
that a student spends two hours outside of class in independent
learning or specific course assignments for every hour in class.
This implies that one academic credit equates to a 45-hour
commitment to learning over a semester. For laboratory or
studio-based courses, the allocation of credit differs; 1 semester
credit normally is given for two hours of laboratory or studio time
per week over a 15-week semester.
Credits are used to measure academic workload per semester
and over the academic year. One credit usually represents an
average in-class workload of fifteen hours per course and
additional independent study.
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ACADEMIC YEAR
ECAE operates on a two-semester academic calendar,
however, for graduate students the College appreciates that
flexibility is required to help graduate students meet their work
commitments. The academic calendar will be flexible, and the
tentative start time below is given as guidance only for academic
year 2020-2021:
Semester 1 - August 2020
Semester 2 - January 2021
Specific dates to be confirmed.

ACADEMIC SUPPORT
Registration
The Registration Office is the primary contact for all academic
matters relating to students. The office is open from 7:00am to
4:00 pm on Sunday, Monday, Wednesday and Thursday, and
from 7:00 am to 6:00 pm on Tuesday. The staff are there to help
with any academic enquiries. You do not need an appointment
to see the staff. However, if you need a transcript or other official
documentation, please send your request to registration email
least 24 hours prior to visiting the office.
Personal Records
You are responsible for the accuracy of all personal information
and it is important to notify the College of any changes in your
address, phone numbers, etc. If you need to change your
personal details, you can place the request through the portal.
You will receive an automated email advising you of what
documents you need to bring to the Registration Office in
order that the change can be approved and implemented. All
information is regarded as confidential and will only be released
with your consent; except in the case of an emergency.
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ACADEMIC INFORMATION
TRANSFER CREDIT
Students who have studied a similar program or part of a
program at another tertiary education institution may be able
to gain credit towards the program at ECAE. This is known as
Transfer Credit and like all other institutions, ECAE recognizes
previous study provided it was taught at post-secondary level or
at the appropriate graduate level, is comparable to the relevant
ECAE course or program, and was delivered within the last two
years. There are some restrictions on the amount of credit that
can be awarded:
> Transfer Credit is limited to less than fifty percent of the
total credit hours required in the program.
> A maximum of three hours of Transfer Credit will be
allowed for a Practicum course.

the Registration Office so that ECAE can explore opportunities to
enable students to continue with their studies.

RETURNING AFTER WITHDRAWAL
ECAE welcomes returning students provided they have good
academic standing and have not exceeded the time limits for
completing the program.

RE-ENROLL
If you leave ECAE but later want to return, ECAE will welcome
you back as long as you have good academic standing and have
not exceeded the time limits for completing the program.

> Transfer Credit into the postgraduate program will only
be awarded if the applicant has successfully completed
a Bachelor degree in a school specialization field, has
achieved a minimum grade of B in the relevant course
and has achieved a CGPA of 3.0 or above from their
previous College or ECAE.

If you would like to re-enroll, you should complete a ReEnrollment Form and submit it to the Registration. The application
will be reviewed by the Program Chair in consultation with the
Head of Academic Support and you will receive notification of
their decision within one week of the meeting. A copy of the ReEnrollment Form is available from the Registration Office.

> Transfer Credit courses are not awarded Grade Point
Average (GPA) credit and have no effect on the ECAE
GPA.

ATTENDANCE

> Transfer Credit will not replace a grade earned for a
course taken at ECAE.
> Transfer Credit is not accepted for non-credit bearing
courses earned at the previous institution.

RECOGNITION OF PRIOR LEARNING (RPL)
ECAE supports and recognizes importance of Recognition of
Prior Learning (RPL) by providing rules and guidelines for fair
consideration and evaluation of applicants’ formal, non-formal
and informal learning achievements. Not more than 25% of the
credit for all courses in an individual ECAE graduate program
may be awarded through the RPL process, including credit
transfer. No grades may be assigned for RPL credit granted, nor
can RPL credit be used in the calculation of cumulative grade
point average (CGPA).

WITHDRAWING FROM THE PROGRAM
ECAE recognizes that there are some occasions where students
have to withdraw from academic life. Students who join ECAE
and then have to withdraw can speak to the Program Chair and
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ECAE recognizes that student attendance in class has a major
impact on student achievement and as such attendance will be
strictly recorded by faculty. Students who arrive at a class more
than 10 minutes after the start time will be marked as absent.
Students start to receive an electronic warning if they reach 5%
absences in a course and again if they reach 10%. If a student
reaches 15% unexcused absences, he/ she is required to attend
a meeting with the Program Chair and the Head of Registration
Office. Students who are absent are required to present
appropriate documentation to the Registrar’s Office within two
days of their return to college. In cases of a pre-planned absence
students should go to Registrar’s Office to complete a leave
request form and notify faculty prior to the absence date(s).
Absence from an Exam
In case of an absence from an examination, you must contact
the Registration Office or the Program Chair. On the first day
you return to the College, you need to submit valid and certifiable
documentation supporting the reason for your absence. The
Program Chair will then consider the circumstances and may
give you the opportunity to make-up the examination. The dates
and times for the make-up examination will be determined by the
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Program Chair. For more information, please refer to academic
policies.

INTERNSHIP
Students enrolled in postgraduate programs might be required
to undertake internship.
ECAE’s Practicum and Internship Coordinator will allocate a
school to the students. The school should be regarded as an
extension of the College and it is important to make sure that
students arrive on time and maintain ECAE’s standards for
professional conduct. In particular, students should be aware
that some schools have their own polices relating to professional
dress. Students must follow these rules when conducting
research or when on practicum or internship.
Any student participating in the Internship who is seven or more
months pregnant will have to bring a letter from their physician
stating that they are able to take part in the Internship.

ASSESSMENT
A university degree certifies that its holder has attained a
measurable level of achievement as established by a recognized
system of evaluation. Thus, the performance of each student in
each course must be evaluated by the lecturer(s) responsible
for the course. The courses include continuous assessment
throughout the semester which assists students in preparing and
monitoring their progress towards undertaking coursework and/
or examinations.
The coursework takes a number of different forms to give
students practice across a range of different skills e.g. essay
writing, project work, oral presentations, exams and also a
combination of oral and written reports. Some courses include
a final examination, and these are normally taken at the end of
each semester as shown in the academic calendar at the end of
this publication.
The weight accorded to the various elements is at the discretion
of the academic department responsible for the course. At the
beginning of a course, the lecturer will provide students with
the detailed syllabus. The scheme cannot be altered without
appropriate notice in writing.
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Assessment Schedules
In order to provide a manageable and balanced assessment load
for students, the assessment schedule is fixed in advance for
each semester, in consultation with Division Heads and Program
Chair. The exam schedule is shown in the Academic Calendar
contained within this publication and any amendments will be
notified to students and published on ECAE’s internal Portal.
If students are absent from a mid-year or final assessment, they
must contact the Registration Office or the Program Chair before
the start of the assessment. On the first day they return to the
College, they need to submit to the Registration Office valid
and certifiable documentation supporting the reason for their
absence. The Program Chair will then consider the circumstances
and may give them the opportunity to make-up the assessment.
The dates and times for the make-up assessments will be
determined by the Program Chair.
Assignment Deadlines
It is advisable to organize your time and have assignments
submitted on/before deadline. However, if you have a valid reason
for being unable to submit an assignment by the deadline, you
can request an extension to the deadline by submitting a Late
Submission Request Form. This is available from the Registration
Staff or on the ECAE portal. You must complete and submit the
form to your lecturer, along with valid and verifiable evidence in
support of your request before the due date. If you submit the
form after the due date, or if your request is approved but you
are again late with your submission, the following penalties will
apply.
The standard penalty is the reduction of the mark allocated to
the assessment item by 10% of the maximum grade applicable
for the assessment item, for each day or part day that the item
is late. Weekends count as one day in determining the penalty.
Assessment items submitted more than five days after the due
date are awarded zero marks.
Late Submission of Assignments
It is expected that students will hand in assignments/ tasks on
time, and a clear deadline will be given for each assignment. Due
to special circumstances, an individual student may be allowed to
submit an assignment at a later date, as agreed with the lecturer.
Students need a verifiable excuse and need to get approval for
late submission from the lecturer before the due date.
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An assessment item submitted after the due date, without an
approved extension from the Lecturer or Program Chair, will be
penalized. The standard penalty is the reduction of the mark
allocated to the assessment item by 10% of the maximum mark
applicable for the assessment.

GRADING
ECAE uses a grading scale to assign value of a student’s work.
Students should refer to the Course Outline for the required
assessments for each course in which s/he is enrolled in.
The academic achievement of the students is indicated by
the following letter grades and descriptors. Each letter grade
is assigned a corresponding grade point, which is used in
calculating a student’s grade point average.
Grade

Score

Grade
Points

Academic
Achievement

A

90 -100

4

A-

87 - 89

3.7

Excellent
Achievement

B+

84 - 86

3.3

B

80 - 83

3

B-

77 - 79

2.7

C+

74 - 76

2.3

C

70 - 73

2

C-

67 - 69

1.7

D+

64 - 66

1.3

D

60 - 63

1

F

0 - 59

0

P

Pass

Good
Achievement
Satisfactory
Achievement
Unsatisfactory
Achievement
Fail
Pass

The following grades are also used but will not be
counted in the computation of your GPA:
P

Courses with Pass/Fail grading option
(e.g. Practicum)

I

Incomplete

TR

Transfer Credit

W

Withdrawn

WA

Withdrawn due to Attendance

WF

Withdrawn with Fail Grade
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GPA/CGPA Calculation
To calculate the GPA, the numerical value of the grade points
obtained is multiplied by the number of credits for each course
in which a letter grade is received. These are summed to give
the total number of Quality Points. The Total Quality Points are
then divided by the Total Graded Credits. An example of how to
calculate your GPA can be found on the student portal.
The SGPA is calculated by only including the credits and quality
points that you have been awarded at the end of each semester.
The CGPA is calculated by including all the credits and quality
points you have been awarded for all semesters.
Credit Courses, e.g. Practicum, that are graded with a Pass (P)
and non-credit courses are excluded from the GPA calculation.
The Term and Cumulative Grade Point Averages appear on your
permanent academic record (transcript).
Incomplete Grades
A grade of incomplete can be awarded in non-academic
exceptional cases that prevented the student from completing
the entire course. A grade of incomplete can only be awarded
when it is determined that the student has completed a major
portion of the course at a satisfactory level.
Approval and signatures of the course instructor and the Program
Chair is required before a grade of incomplete can be assigned.
> To resolve the grade of incomplete students must submit
a Grade Change Form that must approved and signed by
the course instructor, the Program Chair and the Deputy
Vice Chancellor-Academic.
> The grade change must be submitted and approved no
later than the final week of the following semester. It is the
student’s responsibility to meet with the course instructor
and plan for the completion of required assignments.
> If the paperwork is not submitted, signed and approved
by the final week of the following semester, the grade will
automatically revert to a grade of Fail (F).
> Once all requirements are met, the grade change will be
reflected on the student’s transcripts and the grade of
Incomplete (I) will be removed.
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FAILED COURSES
> Where students have failed a course, they are eligible to
re-sit the assessment.
> Where students have failed the re-sit, they will be required
to repeat the whole course. The Program Chair, along
with the Deputy Vice Chancellor-Academic may permit
students to progress to the next level/year of study even
though a course has been failed. However, the students
will be required to complete the failed course in addition
to any new courses they are undertaking if the timetable
permits. If the course is a pre-requisite, the student must
achieve a passing grade in the repeated course before
the grade can be awarded in the subsequent course.
When the course is repeated, students will be eligible for a
re-sit of the assessment.
> Students will only be permitted to repeat a failed course
once.
> Students who fail a course twice are subject to dismissal
from the College.

REPEATING COURSES
> Graduate students who received a grade of B- or lower
are allowed to repeat a course only once. Students who
have grades higher than a B- cannot repeat the course.
> No more than two courses can be repeated in a student’s
degree program.
> Even though the course is repeated, the grade for the first
course will remain on the transcript however, the highest
grade achieved in a repeated course will be used to
calculate SGPA and CGPA.
> Repetition of a course must be done when the course is
regularly scheduled and may not be done independently.
> Before permission is granted for repetition of a course, a
student should:
> Apply for a course repetition using the Course Repetition
Form.
> Meet with the course lecturer and the Program Chair for a
discussion and signatures.
> Obtain final approval from the Deputy Vice ChancellorAcademic.

ACADEMIC PROGRESSION
For all programs, you should successfully complete all the
prescribed credit requirements each semester in order to
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advance to the next level of study. If you have difficulty in any of the
courses ECAE will make every effort to support you in achieving
a passing grade in the course. ECAE will provide opportunities
for remediation. You need to earn a minimum CGPA of 3.0 each
semester to remain in Good Academic Standing.

ACADEMIC PROBATION
Students will be placed on academic probation where it is
identified that they need additional support. A probation notation
will appear on their transcript and they will be assigned an
academic advisor. The advisor will provide academic guidance,
monitor their progress and make referrals to other College
services if these are needed.
All graduate students must maintain a minimum 3.0 Cumulative
Grade Point Average (CGPA). A student with a CGPA of less
than a 3.0 at the end of the semester will automatically be placed
on academic probation for the subsequent semester. During this
time, they must maintain satisfactory progress.
The student must achieve a CGPA of 3.0 or better in the
subsequent semester in order to be removed from
probation. If the CGPA at the end of a probationary semester
remains below 3.0, or if the student continues to receive
failing and/or unsatisfactory grades at the conclusion of the
probationary term, the student may be suspended or terminated
from the College.

GRADES APPEALS
If you feel that the mark that has been awarded to you is not
correct you must first speak to your lecturer. The lecturer will
discuss the matter with the Program Chair who will meet with
you and the lecturer and if it is determined that an error has
occurred, the lecturer will request a Change of Grade Form from
the Registration Office. The grade change must be approved by
the Program Chair and the Academic Dean and the approved
Change of Grade Form will be submitted to the Registration
Office for processing. The lecturer and Program Chair may stand
by the original grade and the mark may not be changed.
If you are unhappy with the academic decision after this point
you may submit an appeal, provided it meets the “grounds for
appeal”. A copy of the appeals process is available from the
Registration Office. If you want to appeal the grade, you should
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submit a Grade Appeal Form before the end of the second
week of the subsequent course. This form is available from the
Registration Office. The Registration’s staff will be happy to help
you complete this for submission to the relevant course lecturer.
The lecturer, Program Chair and other relevant parties will discuss
the appeal and make a decision.

ACADEMIC APPEALS
In addition to the grade appeals, students can appeal for an
academic decision related to student progression, assessment
and academic rewards. The detailed academic appeals
policy and procedure is available in the “Academic Policy and
Procedure” document that students can access on ECAE’s
portal or from the Registration Office.

Tuition Fees by Program Level
> Postgraduate Diploma – Total Tuition Fee AED 35,000
(Fees/Credit AED 1,458)
> Masters – Total Tuition Fee AED 65,000 (Fees/Credit AED
1,805)
> Doctoral* – Total Tuition Fee AED 120,000 (Fees/Credit
AED 2,000)
*Students who submit their dissertation:
– within 5 years of enrollment will not be required to pay
any additional fees.
– within 6 years of enrollment will be required to pay an
additional AED 6,000.
– within 7 years of enrollment will be required to pay an
additional AED 12,000.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT
Payment Methods
Overview
> Emirati students who meet the required admission criteria
are eligible for a complete fee waiver and may attend the
programs without paying any tuition fees.
> Expat students are required to pay a non-refundable
Registration Fee of 10% of the total program tuition fee
within 5 working days of receipt of their acceptance to
ensure their place on the program. The registration fee will
be deducted from the first semester fees.
> Tuition fees vary across different levels of graduate
programs.
> Textbooks, photocopying, personal stationery items and
other incidental costs are not included in the tuition fees.
> ECAE reserves the right to change tuition fees at any time
with an advance notice of one semester.
> If a student fails to pay the tuition fees as per published
timelines, he/she may be administratively dropped from
one or more courses.
> The student can reregister for the dropped courses once
the balance owed is paid in full and subject to course
availability.

Students can pay fees:
> by cash or current-dated cheque at the ECAE Finance
Department.
> at any branch of First Abu Dhabi Bank directly or by bank
transfer.
Payment Plans
Students who enroll at ECAE must choose one of the approved
payment plans and finalize the arrangements with the Finance
Department. The selected plan can be changed only upon
approval of DVC-Academic. When semester 2 is the summer
semester, the student has the option to pay either in the same
semester or in the next semester as per timeline defined above
as long as the credits taken are covered in the payments made
by then. Non-Payment of total tuition fees before or during the
last semester of the program will result in hold on records, and
students will not be awarded their degree certificate.
Refund
In the event that a student withdraws or is dismissed from all
classes during the semester or withdraws from certain classes
during the semester, refunds will be calculated according to the
approved schedule.
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STUDYING AT ECAE
Students who have an ambition to
become educators of future generations
within the UAE are encouraged to join
ECAE as the College is dedicated to
assisting in achieving that goal. From the
moment students arrive they are taught
by dedicated professionals who have a
‘shared determination’ to ensure that they
receive get the highest education.

Joining ECAE’S Graduate Student
Community
Graduate students learn from academics
who are authorities in their disciplines and
who have close links with key employers.
Students also benefit from the vast
information resources and have access
to state-of-the-art equipment. In addition,
students have the opportunity to develop
their academic abilities, personal qualities
and transferable skills, such as problem
solving, communication, critical thinking,
confidence and team working skills.

ECAE believes that learning needs to be
practiced and applied in a real situation.
ECAE therefore offers a range of different
modes of learning to help students
develop the skills to direct their own
learning, including:
> Lectures – sessions led by
a lecturer, which provide the
foundations of gathering
information about the subject.
Graduate students are also
expected to engage in debates
within seminars, discussions and
presentations.
> Practical(s) or laboratories – handson sessions where students
develop subject-related skills,
particularly in science programs, in
an appropriate environment.
> Independent Learning and
research-based activities – selfdirected learning along with
research-based activities which
are embedded in the learning
community.
Orientation
Student Orientation is a welcoming
informative session for new students
joining ECAE Graduate Studies. It includes
all information required for students about
different divisions and departments in
ECAE. It allows them to understand more
about their student life with opportunity
to ask questions about any service or
department in ECAE.
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STUDENT RIGHTS

Administrative Rights

All students have following academic,
administrative and general rights while
studying at ECAE:

Students should:

Academic Rights
Students should:
> Have sufficient access to academic
staff for individual consultation,
support and guidance to ensure
that they achieve their learning
objectives.
> Be given access to accurate and
timely information about courses
including course objectives,
course content, assessment, and
attendance requirements.
> Receive appropriate notice of any
changes to academic requirements
so that they are not disadvantaged
by such changes.
> Have access to appropriate books
and other reading materials for
supplementary and recreational
use.

> Receive accurate and clear
information about available support
services and incentives.
> Have the opportunity to provide
feedback on the services provided
by the College and have this
feedback considered to improve
the quality of the services provided
in the future.
> Have the opportunity to participate
in appropriate student activities,
events and organizations.
> Be guaranteed confidentiality of
personal information including, but
not limited to, student records,
counselling records, except where
the information is required to fulfil
administrative or safety functions.
> Be provided with valid, explicit,
fair and reliable admission and
selection criteria, policies and
procedures.
> Have access to their student
records.

General Rights

> Learn in a positive environment
which is safe, orderly, unbiased,
non-judgmental, and free from
prejudice, discrimination, verbal or
physical threats and abuse.

> Experience consistent, fair and
reasonable application of College
rules.

Students should be:

> Have the opportunity to provide
feedback on teaching and
learning experiences and have this
feedback considered by ECAE
management to improve the quality
of the programs offered within the
College.

> Have any appeal or grievance dealt
with in a transparent, fair, timely and
systematic manner without fear of
negative repercussions.

> Have the right to exercise
academic freedom principles.
> Be provided with fair evaluation of
their performance through impartial
assessment measures.
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> an academic or non-academic
decision.

> Offered all the rights and freedoms
outlined in the laws of the United
Arab Emirates.
> Treated fairly and equally in a
courteous and respectful manner,
regardless of cultural background,
religion, disability, gender, race,
marital status or age, to encourage
and enhance individual self-esteem
and individualized learning.
> Provided with a safe and secure
learning environment while on
campus.
> Able to represent the views of the
student body on selected ECAE
committees.
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STUDENT RESPONSIBILITIES
Students should:

> Make a positive contribution to
the committees on which they are
representatives or members.

> Abide by ECAE academic and
non-academic rules, regulations,
policies and procedures.

> Participate in activities that will have
a positive impact on ECAE and the
community.

> Maintain academic integrity and
comply with the conventions of
academic scholarship.

> Respect all ECAE property and
facilities and the rights of others to
use these facilities.

> Remain informed about course and
course requirements.

> Respect the norms of the United
Arab Emirates culture.

> Take joint ownership for their
learning and working towards
intellectual independence.

> Treat staff and other students with
respect and courtesy.

> Bring required materials and
resources to classes and complete
assignments on time.
> Provide ECAE with accurate
information within the set deadlines.
> Attend classes on time and in
accordance with ECAE calendar.
> Enable fellow students to have an
equal educational opportunity.
> Carry out additional studies to
make up for absence from classes.
> Behave in a professional manner
while undertaking professional
placement and fieldwork.
> Respect the confidentiality of
information made available to them
as part of their placement.
> Provide considered and honest
feedback to ECAE and its staff on
the quality of teaching and services.
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> Respect the rights, feelings, and
property of fellow students, families,
ECAE staff and visitors
> Treat other members of the ECAE
community equitably irrespective
of cultural background, religion,
disability, gender, marital status or

age.
> Behave in an appropriate manner,
with due consideration to the Code
of Conduct, on- and off-campus.
> Present their ECAE ID card to
ECAE staff if requested.
> Avoid raising frivolous complaints or
grievances.
> Adhere to the dress code and
the appropriate appearance of
university students.
> Follow the instructions of Health
and Safety at all times and during
emergencies.
> Refrain from circulating, distributing
or posting information on ECAE
campus without prior approval.
> Refrain from engaging in spreading
rumors and making false
accusations.
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MISCONDUCT
Forms of behavior that would be deemed
misconduct include, but are not limited to
the following:

> Host activities or gatherings on
campus without prior permission
from Student Services.

> Contact the media (newspaper,
radio, television, etc.) without prior
approval.

> Use campus facilities without prior
permission from Student Services.

> Misuse campus email.

> Disrespectful behavior toward
others, e.g. faculty, staff, students
or visitors.

> Issue public statements in the
name of the College without prior
written permission.

> Engage in any behavior that
damages the reputation of ECAE,
whether on campus or in social
media like twitter and face book.

> Disruptive behavior, e.g. abuse or
intimidate others by word or deed.

> Organize and conducting public
meetings or activities on campus
without prior written request.

> Give gifts of substantial value to
an ECAE employee or receiving
substantial gifts from them.

> Sell substances or materials
without prior approval.

> Perform a dance on campus or
play music in public that interferes
with others’ privacy, or which could
reasonably cause offence.

> Theft, damage, misuse or
unauthorized use of College
property.
> Misuse of campus email and
Internet (including downloading
materials from inappropriate sites
on the Internet).
> Failure to comply with requests
from College faculty, staff, and
other college personnel.
> Improper use of a camera
of any kind on campus or
accommodation.
> Use of another individual’s name
or identity and/or falsification of
documents in order to gain access
to College services and property.
> Altering, or assisting in altering of
any official record.
> Submission of false information or
making false statements to College
officials.
> Violation of ECAE’s published
policies and regulations.
In addition, you must not:
> Post photos, posters, flyers or
personal information on the front
of lockers, bulletin boards, or other
public space on campus without
authorization.
> Invite external speakers to give
presentations at the College
without prior permission from
Student Services.
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> Refuse to provide security guards
with personal identification and
appropriate documentation when
requested or use another person’s
name or ID number to gain entry
to or receive permission to leave
campus.

> Contravene the dress code
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DRESS CODE
All students shall follow a dress code that
is in line with the essence of the national
customs, religious and traditions of the
United Arab Emirates.

FEMALE DRESS CODE
> UAE National female students
should wear the national dress
which is the “abaya” and “shayla”
that is appropriate to the study
environment.
> Non-national female students
should wear the “abaya” and
“shayla” or long-sleeved shirts or
blouses, skirts or dresses with
lengths below the knees, and
trousers that are loose fitting with
long tops or jackets.
> All female students are strictly not
allowed to wear shorts, short skirts,
tight or transparent clothing/abaya
or clothing revealing the back, legs,
or waist, also sleeveless/low-cut
neckline shirts.
> Female students can wear shoes
of medium heels and shoes with
excessively high heels are not
allowed.
> Visible tattoos and piercings must
be avoided. This does not include
generally acceptable items such as
ear- rings and henna.
> Putting heavy make-up (thick
foundation, bold eyeliner,
contouring that changes look, etc)
is prohibited.
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MALE DRESS CODE
> UAE National Male students must
wear the traditional kandoura.
Any other form of dress is strictly
forbidden. Head cover, other than
the traditional ghutra with/without
agal, such as baseball caps, are
prohibited inside the classroom or
laboratory.

Sheila

Abaya

> Non-national male students should
wear shirt and long trousers.
Students should not show tattoo,
piercing, or Mohawk/gothic-style
haircuts.
> Aggressive wording, drawings, or
pictures are forbidden on clothing.
> Hair should be short, clean, and
neat, and must not be below the
shoulder level.

Agaal
Ghetra

> Beards and moustaches must be
tidy and neatly trimmed.

Kandoora
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ACADEMIC HONESTY
ECAE takes academic honesty very
seriously and expects all students to
adhere to high standards of integrity in
all academic work. Academic dishonesty
includes cheating and plagiarism. All
alleged incidents of academic dishonesty,
in both assessed work and examinations,
are investigated. Students proven to have
been involved in academic dishonesty are
subject to serious disciplinary action and
will be dealt with accordingly. The College
has the discretion to apply a range of
penalties, from a failed grade to academic
suspension or dismissal from the College
as per the Academic Honesty policy. The
following section provides information
on the kinds of behaviors that will not be
tolerated in the College.
Cheating
Cheating is defined as using, or
attempting to use, in any academic
exercise, materials, information, study
aids, or electronic data that the student
knows, or should know, is unauthorized.
Cheating includes, but is not limited to,
the following:
> Bringing and/or using unauthorized
material (written, printed, electronic,
or any other format) to the
examination room
> Taking an exam for someone else
and/or using another individual’s
identity to gain access to the
examination room

> Removing assessment materials,
worksheets or test questions from
the examination room
> Distributing any assessment
materials or worksheets from the
examination
> Unauthorized assistance from
others in any academic exercise,
including papers and homework
assignments
> Submission of the same work for
more than one course without the
authorization of the lecturers
> Submission of another student’s
work as your own
Plagiarism
Plagiarism is taking the ideas and/or the
expression of another person representing
them as one’s own. Plagiarism is a form
of cheating and is considered to be an
act of gross misconduct, whether done
accidently or intentionally. You are always
expected to submit your own work.
Plagiarism includes, but is not limited to,
the following:
> Using published work without
referencing (the most common)
> Copying previously submitted
coursework (e.g. assignments,
projects, etc.)
> Collaborating with any other person
when the work is supposed to be
individual
> Taking another person’s computer
file/program

> Copying work from another
student’s exam paper

> Submitting another person’s work
as one’s own

> Obtaining a copy of the
examination questions prior to
the assessment or allowing your
identity to be used for this purpose

> Using an unacknowledged material
published on the web

> Talking with, or providing assistance
to, another student during an
examination
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> Using a writing service or pay
someone to provide the work, or
write some of all of the work
> Copying another student’s results

If you are not sure whether you are
plagiarizing the work of others, you
should seek advice from the faculty or
other academic staff. It is the College’s
policy that electronically submitted
coursework produced by students is
regularly submitted to suitable plagiarismdetection software for the identification
and analysis of possible plagiarism.
ECAE considers plagiarism to have
occurred if the plagiarism score is equal to
or greater than fifteen (15) percent.
Plagiarism Penalties
1. Students that submit coursework
items that achieve a plagiarism
score equal to, or greater than,
fifteen (15) percent as judged by
the lecturer/division head and the
Program Chair are considered
to have plagiarized. As such, in
the first instance of plagiarism,
the decision will be made at the
program level. In the next two
instances, a Disciplinary Committee
will be convened, consisting of:
a. Committee Chair: Senior faculty
member
b. Head of Academic Support
c. Program Chair
2. The Committee will consider all
pertinent evidence against the
student, such as witness testimony,
documentation, etc. The student
will also be given the opportunity to
present evidence and answer the
questions of the Committee.
3. The student may take a fellow
student, guardian or other
competent person to support them
during the Disciplinary Committee
Meeting. The supporting person
may not speak on behalf of the
student but may ask questions and
seek clarification on behalf of the
student.
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4. The Committee will consider all the
facts and make recommendations
within three (3) working days of the
meeting. The Committee decision
will take the form of one of the
following:
– a Disciplinary action not
warranted: no further action
and a record placed on the
student’s file
– a Disciplinary action warranted
and appropriate actions to be
taken
a. Failed grade for the assignment
or the course
b. Suspension from the College
(academic and non-academic
reasons)
c. Dismissal from the College for
academic failure
d. Other
5. Disciplinary Committee hearing
within ten (10) school days of the
hearing. When disciplinary action
has been advised, the student will
be advised of the right to appeal.
6. A record of any disciplinary action
will be maintained by the College in
the student’s file
7. If the student wishes to contest the
Committee’s decision, they may do
so through the appeals process.
A copy of the appeals process is
available on the portal and can be
provided to the student concerned.
The student will then be informed
of the outcome of the appeal in line
with the procedural requirements. A
record of the appeal and outcome
will be added to the student’s file.
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Penalties for Academic Dishonesty
1. First Instance of Academic
Dishonesty – Faculty member
notifies the division head and
program chair and applies the
penalty (Student receives a zero (0)
for the assignment).
2. Second Instance of Academic
Dishonesty – Faculty member
notifies the division head and
program chair and applies the
penalty (Student will re-sit the
course according to the policies
and procedures).
3. Third Instance of Academic
Dishonesty – Faculty member
notifies the division head and
program chair. The program
chair convenes the Academic
Disciplinary Committee (Increased
severity of sanctions as explained in
the policy and procedures).

RESOLVING ISSUES
The College is conscious that from time
to time issues may arise and a student
may be unhappy about some aspect of
student life, but they don’t know how to
resolve it. ECAE has therefore developed
a grievance procedure which provides
guidance to students on how to resolve
grievances informally and also how to
escalate the issue through more formal
channels.
Similarly, there are times when ECAE
may have to discipline students for
behavior or conduct. To do this in a fair
and transparent manner a disciplinary
procedure is published to guide students
through the process from the informal
stages through to the more formal stages.
However, in some circumstances, the
College may have to initiate the formal

process for serious breaches of ECAE
rules and regulations, or where the
safety of other students is concerned. All
students are afforded the right of appeal
against decisions taken where they have a
grievance or are the subject of disciplinary
action.
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Grievance Procedure
Stage 1: Informal Resolution
Students who have a grievance in relation
to some aspect of their academic or nonacademic life at the College should first
seek assistance from either their Student
Services Counselor (non-academic
complaints/grievances) or Academic
Advisor (academic complaints/grievances
other than grade appeals). Where
students have concerns about raising the
matter with their Counselor/Academic
Advisor they may direct the grievance
to another member of Student Services
(non- academic) or their Lecturer. In most
cases, the matter will be considered
resolved at this informal stage. However,
if at the end of the informal stage the
student is still not satisfied, he/she may
take the matter further progressing to
Stage 2 of the Grievance Procedure.
Stage 2: Formal Resolution
Where the matter has not been resolved
to the student’s satisfaction at Stage
1 of the Grievance Procedure and he/
she wish to take the matter further, the
student should submit in writing a detailed
account of the reason for their grievance.
The student should provide as many
details as possible about the matter, but
must include:
> a summary of the issue
> the actions which have been taken
thus far
> why they are still dissatisfied, and
> what they consider a satisfactory
solution.
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The student must submit a copy of
the account to the Head of Academic
Support (non-academic grievances) or
Program Chair (academic grievances).
The submission must be received within
two weeks of the completion of Stage 1
of the Grievance Process.
The Head of Academic Support or
Program Chair (as appropriate) will discuss
the grievance with the student within one
week of receipt of the grievance. They will
try to establish whether the grievance has
foundation through further investigation
if necessary. In most cases the matter
will be considered resolved at this stage.
However, if the student is still dissatisfied,
they may proceed to Stage 3 of the
Grievance Procedure.
Stage 3: Formal Resolution
Where the matter has not been resolved
to the student’s satisfaction at Stage 2
of the Grievance Procedure and they
wish to take the matter further, the
student should take the following steps.
The student should notify the Academic
Dean in writing, stating the reason for the
grievance, why they consider it has not
been suitably resolved and confirming
that they wish to pursue the grievance
further. The Academic Dean will then form
a Grievance Committee who will consider
all evidence presented by all parties; they
may also interview individuals to gain
further insight into the issue. The meeting
proceedings including the discussion of
evidence provided will be recorded but
will be held in confidence to protect the
identity of those involved. The meeting
record will only be used should the
student decide to appeal the decision of
the Committee.

The Committee will issue its decision in
writing within five days of the committee
meeting. The decision may be one of the
following:
> Grievance upheld
> Grievance rejected
Where the grievance is upheld and
another student or employee has been
found to have acted inappropriately, the
Committee can recommend that the
relevant disciplinary procedure be applied
to the student or employee.
Stage 4: Appeal
If either party wishes to appeal the
decision of the Committee, an appeal can
be made to the Vice Chancellor. Appeals
may only be considered where the
decision of the Grievance Committee was
demonstrably unfair or unjust. The student
must submit a notice of appeal to the Vice
Chancellor’s Office within five working
days of the committee decision in order
to be considered. The Vice Chancellor will
review the appeal and determine whether
it (a) meets the criteria for an appeal and
(b) was submitted within the prescribed
timeframe.
Where the criteria and/or timeframe are
not met the student will be notified that
the matter will not be considered further.
This decision will be final, and no further
discussion will be entered into on the
matter. However, where the criteria and
timeframe are met the Vice Chancellor,
after reviewing all the evidence, will make
a final and decision on the grievance and
this will be conveyed to those concerned
within five working days. The decision
of the Vice Chancellor will be final and
there will be no further appeal. All records
pertaining to the grievance will be retained
by the Registration Office on the student’s
file.
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Disciplinary Process
Stage 1: Informal Disciplinary
Process
ECAE tries, wherever possible, to resolve
disciplinary issues in an informal manner.
However, for serious or gross misconduct
this informal stage will be omitted.
1. Academic Disciplinary Issue:
Where a student’s academic
behavior or conduct is considered
to be inappropriate this will be
raised with the student’s Academic
Advisor/lecturer. The Academic
Advisor/ lecturer will discuss the
matter informally with the student.
The Academic Advisor/lecturer and
student should agree any corrective
action required and the student
should be given the opportunity
to improve his/her conduct and/or
behavior. The Academic Advisor/
lecturer will make a record of
the discussion and the agreed
action and this will be placed in
the student’s file. No disciplinary
actions may be taken against the
student at this stage.
2. Non-academic Disciplinary
Issue: Where a student, employee
or stakeholder wishes to make a
complaint about the behavior or
conduct of an ECAE student they
should discuss the matter with a
member of the Student Services
Department.
The member of the Student
Services Department will discuss
the matter informally with the
student. Where the behavior
and/or conduct is judged to be
inappropriate, the member of the
Student Services Department
will agree any corrective action
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required. The student should be
given the opportunity to improve
or change his/her conduct and/
or behavior. The member of the
Student Services Department will
make a record of the discussion
and the agreed action and this will
be placed in the student’s file. No
disciplinary actions may be taken
against the student at this stage.
The member of staff or faculty will
monitor the behavior and conduct
of the student and, provided a
positive change is noted, the matter
will be considered resolved.
Stage 2: Formal Disciplinary Process
Where the student’s behavior and/or
conduct does not improve; or in the
case of serious/gross misconduct a
more formal disciplinary process will be
initiated. In extreme cases the student
may be subject to summary dismissal
or suspension pending a formal hearing
and this decision will be taken by the Vice
Chancellor. The student’s behavior and/
or misconduct must be referred by either

The Head of Academic Support or the
Program Chair to the Dean (Academic)
who will ensure that Stage 1 has been
followed (if appropriate). Where the Dean
(Academic) determines that the matter
should be dealt with formally he/ she
will establish a Disciplinary Committee.
The Committee will consider all pertinent
evidence against the student such
as witness testimony, documentation
etc. The student will also be given the
opportunity to present evidence and
answer the questions of the Committee.
The student may take a fellow student,
guardian or other competent person
to support them during the Disciplinary
Committee Meeting. This person may not
speak on behalf of the student but may
ask questions and seek clarification on
behalf of the student.
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The Committee will consider all the facts
and will notify the Academic Dean of its
recommendations within three working
days of the meeting. The Committee
decision will take the form of:
> Disciplinary action not warranted:
no further action and a record
placed on the students file.
> Disciplinary action warranted and
appropriate actions to be taken:
– Academic probation.
– Suspension from the College
(academic and non- academic
reasons).
– Dismissal from the College for
academic failure.
– Dismissed from the College for
a non-academic infringement.
*In extreme cases the Committee may
place a registration hold against the
student, but this will only be applied after
the period of appeal has expired. The
student will be notified of the outcome of
the Disciplinary Hearing within ten days of

the hearing and where Disciplinary Action
has been advised, the student will be
advised of their right to appeal. A record of
any disciplinary action will be maintained
by the College in the student’s file.
Stage 3: Appeal
Students wishing to appeal a disciplinary
action must submit an appeal notification
to the Dean (Academic) within five days
of the disciplinary action. This appeal
notification must detail the following:
> The grounds for the appeal.
> A detailed explanation of why the
student believes the final decision
was unfair or unjust.
> Any other information pertinent to
the disciplinary decision, and the
student’s behavior and conduct.
The Vice Chancellor will consider the
evidence presented
in the student’s
appeal and will review the record of the
Disciplinary Committee. He/she may also
re-interview witnesses and the committee
members as well as the students. The Vice
Chancellor will consider the appeal and
make one the following determinations
within ten days of receipt of the appeal,
and the decision will be notified to the
student in writing.
> Appeal upheld no disciplinary
action was warranted: On the
basis of the facts presented the
disciplinary action taken was not
warranted and the decision is
overturned with no further action
against the student.
> Appeal upheld the disciplinary
action was not the appropriate
action: The action taken was
disproportionate to the offence, but
disciplinary action was warranted.
The Vice Chancellor will refer the
matter back to the Disciplinary
Committee for review.
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ACADEMIC ADVISING
SERVICES
At the start of each academic year, ECAE
assigns an Academic Advisor to you. It
will be the role of the Academic Advisor
to support you through the provision
of informed advice and guidance on
academic attainment within ECAE,
including but not limited to:
> academic progress
> selecting tracks and courses
> study and writing skills
> time management
> personal goal setting
> assessment concerns, and
> attendance issues.
The Academic Advisor will also act as a
liaison between your lecturer, Academic
Support Staff, Program Coordinator and
Program Chair on academic matters.
It is recommended that you should with
your advisor shortly after having received
your results and before making any
decisions about undertaking tracks or
concentrations (if applicable). You should
discuss your academic progress to date
and upcoming course options available.
You should seek help in study and writing
skills, time management and goal setting
to maximize your achievements.
You may request a change to the assigned
academic advisor if you are unable to
resolve communication issues with your
current advisor. You must however make
an effort to resolve any issues before
requesting a change. A request to change
should be made to the Program Chair.
In addition to the above, students at
the postgraduate diploma and Master
of Education programs will be assigned
a Research Advisor to support them
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in completing their Research Project
Courses. Doctoral students will be
mentored closely by their Supervisors
who will be chairing the Doctoral
Dissertation Committee. A description
of the role of the Research Advisors
and Supervisors is contained within
the Research Project Handbook
and Doctoral Dissertation Handbook
respectively.

STUDENT SERVICES OFFICE
The Student Services Office is the primary
contact for general matters relating to
current students. The Office is open from
8:00 am to 4:00 pm. Student Services
support is extended for evening classes
accommodated by operating on a shift
basis.
Counselling Service
Student Services staff can provide
individual and confidential online/offline
counselling services to you. In some
instances, it may be necessary to direct
you to specialist services outside the
College, but the staff will be able to
provide information about these services.
Information revealed during counselling
will not be disclosed without your
consent, except where required to fulfil
administrative or safety functions in your
best interest.
Career Service
Most students on entering ECAE are
already employed as teachers, vice
principals, principals or any other
profession in the education field. If you
wish to discuss career opportunities
or career change on graduation the
Student Services Office will be happy to
help you. The Office can also assist you

in preparing your Curriculum Vitae (CV)
writing, interview skills, presentation skills
and much more.
Alumni Service
ECAE is proud to have a good relationship
with its graduates through the Alumni
Association and Services. This builds a
positive image of the college, promoting
the College achievements and providing
future development for its graduates.
As a member of the Alumni Association,
graduates can benefit from different
online/offline services and opportunities
including library services, professional
development, career services and
support for teachers in their schools. Also,
members can access all College events
and ceremonies as College ambassadors.
Moreover, alumni members can benefit
from networking with fellow alumni and
stay connected with the college for any
support they may need.
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General Concerns

Non-Academic Events

If you have general concerns about the
College or some aspect of academic life
the Head of Academic Support, can draw
this to the attention of your Academic
Advisor or the Program Chair or submit
online using the ECAE Online Feedback
Management System.

Graduate students are encouraged to take
advantage of the variety of professional
development and enrichment activities
available on the campus and in the
community.

Student Media

Students can find out more information
about the wide range of student services
on campus from the Student Service
Team. Whether students want to grab a
bite to eat, see a nurse, get a new Student
ID card or talk to a career adviser, ECAE’s
staff are always available.

Students must be aware that ECAE’s
logo is a trademark and permission must
be sought before using it. Similarly, you
should familiarize yourself with ECAE’s
policies regarding public speaking on
behalf of the College; social media etc.
A copy of these can be obtained from
the Communications and Business
Development Department.
Study Skills
The College’s Student Services team
of advisers, our faculty and the library
team also provide study skills support. All
registered students are welcome at our
online/offline workshops, where you can
pick up tips on essay writing, effective
reading techniques, note-making skills
and preparation for exams. You can also
arrange a one-to-one consultation to
discuss strategies for successful learning.
Activities
For all events, ECAE encourages students
to be part of the planning and consulting
process for activities. ECAE is committed
to providing a range of interesting online/
offline programs and activities to meet the
needs of all. Students are also encouraged
to help with student recruitment and
in representing ECAE in a variety of
workshops, conferences and events.
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Other Services for Students

on ECAE committees or just by speaking
to their lecturer – feedback is valuable
and helps to improve the quality of the
education received at ECAE.

STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
COUNCIL
The Student Representative Council (SRC)
is a student organization established to
improve relationships and understanding
within the student body. Effectively it acts
as the voice of the students such as you
and generates productive academic
and social activities. It is coordinated by
Student Services and any student may
hold office on the Council, provided they
are of good academic standing.

Student Feedback
Once students have started their studies
ECAE believes it is important to get their
feedback on how things are progressing.
Whether it be through the Student
Representative Council, representation

Probationary students may not be elected
or serve on the SRC.
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SRC members carry out this work with
the following objectives:
> Seek to implement students’ bright
ideas and solutions.

> Citation management
> Assistance to borrow, renew or
return items
> Request materials via ILL

Borrowing Resources
You can borrow up to 15 items at a time
from the Library. You must present your
Student ID card when borrowing anything
from the Library.

> Educate students on current
policies.

> Accessing Library collections

> Contact for students who have
a problem or enquiry about the
campus environment in general.

> Workshops and instruction
sessions

Late Return

> Scholarly communication and open
access

If you do not return borrowed items on
time, overdue notices will be sent out. If
the item is not returned to the Library after
the final notice, you will not be allowed to
borrow or renew anything from the Library
until you either return the item or pay for
the replacement of the item.

> To uphold and support the vision,
mission and strategic goals of the
College.

LIBRARY

> Linking to library resources

> How to do reading and note-taking
> Improving Presentation skills
> Better Self-management skills
> ICT/ Software registration

The Library and Learning Support
Hub is open to all ECAE students and
staff from 8:00 am to 8:00 pm. Library
hours are extended to accommodate
the evening classes by staff operating
on shift basis. Our Library has a large
number of physical and online resources,
all of which are free to borrow or access
and meet the study/ research needs of
students, faculty and community at large.
Library staff are available to help students
with finding resources that match their
interests and reading levels. In addition,
expert academic librarians will help you
through Learning Support hub with a full
range of study /research support services
including one to one consultations and
workshops.
Learning Support Hub
Learning Support Hub helps you to
improve your academic skills by offering
free professional consultation or support.
Academic Librarians as well as faculty can
help you in developing your academic skills
and improve your assignment writing and
preparation techniques; leading to better
grades and enhanced employability. The
services include:
> Help with research
> One to One Consultations
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> Online/distant help for immediate
learning issues
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Online Resources

Referencing Resources

Library Catalog is your starting point to
find library related information via http://
library.ecae.ac.ae. If you are unable to find
what you are looking for, the library staff
are always available to help you.

Noodle Tools – These are integrated
tools for note taking, outlining, citation,
document archiving/annotation, and
collaborative research and writing. Check
NoodleTools.

Ebsco Discovery Service – EDS is the
library’s search engine. This is your one
stop shop to search through many of the
Library’s resources including databases,
journals, and conference proceedings.
For further Information on EDS see
LibGuides.

RefWork – A reference management
service that provides researchers the
resources to simplify the researcher’s
workflow so they can concentrate on
writing research papers. Discover more
on RefWork.

Additional Resources, including but
not limited to, The Graded Reader, DVDs,
Picture Book and Big Picture Book
collections and the Curriculum Resource
Collection are available to support
coursework or related activities.
Library Blog gives you the latest
information like library news, events,
workshops by subscribing to our Blog.
Ask Librarian for help you can contact
Librarian via: library@ecae.ac.ae .
Additional Support

Other Resources
Databases – These are indexes which
enable you to search for articles within
journals. Many also provide abstracts of
the articles. Check full list of databases.
Electronic Books – The Library buys
books in electronic format whenever
possible. All of them can be read on any
computer which is connected to the
Internet and many can also be downloaded
for a period of time to laptops, tablets, and
other devices for reading offline. You can
find eBooks through Library Search and
on the publishers’ websites. For further
information is available on eBooks.
E-Journals ¬ – These are journals with
articles available in full text online. These
may have features such as links to other
articles, keywords, interactive citations,
and the option to download as a PDF
(which requires Adobe Acrobat Reader to
read). Some articles are also published in
HTML format. Check A-Z list of e-journal
titles.
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Grammarly offers 250+ grammar
checks, plagiarism detection, vocabulary
enhancement, contextual spell check,
etc. Find more on Grammarly.
Clarity English helps you to improve
specific language areas including
Grammar, Vocabulary, IELTS practice,
reading, writing, speaking and listening
skills. Visit Clarity English to find more
information.

ECAE works closely with students,
monitoring their progress to ensure
that program goals are being met. The
College’s Student Services team, library
staff and faculty advisors provide study
skills support. All registered students are
welcome at workshops, where they can
get advice on essay writing, effective
reading techniques, note-making skills
and preparation for exams.
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Internet Usage

The IT Department will make sure that
you are given a range of services which
include those listed below:

While you can use the internet through
the ECAE network, you should note
that access to the internet and college
network are provided for the purposes of
academic study and college related tasks.
System misuse that may result in removal
of your access rights may include:

> A personal network account,
username and password to allow
you access to a range of electronic,
library and online services during
your first semester at the College.
> If you are an authorized student,
you will be able to access the
Learning Management System
both on campus as well as from
any internet connected computer.
> Access to your grades, timetables,
attendance status and college or
individual announcements through
the College portal (http://portal.
ecae.ac.ae).
> Access to your College webmail
from both on and off the campus
via https://mail.ecae.ac.ae/.
> Internet access through the
wireless network anywhere at the
campus. Using any device i.e. bring
your own device (BYOD) ICT fully
equipped labs.
> Access to all Microsoft applications
and tools – through the site license
> Access to many educational
applications and tools that
are selected by the academic
departments.
> 5 GB network storage space on
the corporate infrastructure.
> IT Support through Help Desk.
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> Unauthorized copying or
distribution of ECAE provided
software.
> Use of another individual’s account
or sharing of your account’s details.
> Attempting to view or copy another
user’s programs or files without
permission.
> Downloading software, movies or
music or playing games etc. on
the Internet causing a reduction
in performance of the college
network.
> Deliberately trying to damage
system software or hardware.
> Failure to cooperate with ECAE
staff.

> Any attempt to create or import
a program which tries to bypass
system security or compromises
data.
> Using the college systems to
access, distribute or copy material
which is against the legal or moral
code of UAE society.
ECAE reserves the right to inspect all
information stored on ECAE computers,
including programs, data and mail. Keys
to all encrypted files must be provided
to the Head of IT upon request. ECAE
reserves the right to limit or deny access
to anyone using IT facilities when privileges
are abused. In severe or repeated cases
of misuse, the police may be contacted
as some cases of system misuse may
involve violation of UAE law.
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CAMPUS LOCATION
Emirates College for Advanced
Education
P.O Box 126662
Abu Dhabi, U.A.E
Location on Google map: Click here

General Inquiries:
Telephone : (+971) 2 5099 999
Email : info@ecae.ac.ae
Admissions:
Telephone : (+971) 2 5099 833
Email : admissions@ecae.ac.ae
Student Services
Email : studentaffairs@ecae.ac.ae
Contact the Office of Research:
Email : research@ecae.ac.ae
Alumni Office:
Email : alumniOffice@ecae.ac.ae
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ORGANIZATIONAL PERSONNEL
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
H.E. Dr. Arif Sultan Al Hammadi

Chairman

Executive Vice President, Khalifa University, Abu Dhabi

H.E. Dr. Abdullatif Mohammad Al
Shamsi

Deputy Chairman

Vice Chancellor, Higher Colleges of Technology

H.E. Mr. Salem Saleh Al Sayari

Member

Senior Vice President, Business Support and Acting
Chief Financial Officer, NPCC.

H.E. Dr. Karima Mattar Rashid Al
Mazroui

Member

Executive Director of Educational Policies and
Curriculum Sector, ADEK

Dr. Kathleen O’Hodge

Member

Former Managing Director, ADVETI

Dr. Ebrahim Alhajri

Vice Chancellor

Ebrahim.Alhajri@ecae.ac.ae

Prof. David Pedder

Deputy Vice Chancellor Academic

David.Pedder@ecae.ac.ae

Dr. Muna Balfaqeeh

Deputy Vice Chancellor CEC

Muna.Balfaqeeh@cece.ac.ae

Mr. Walid Alsawalhi

Deputy Vice Chancellor Support Services

Walid.Alsawalhi@ecae.ac.ae

EXECUTIVE TEAM
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HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS
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Kumar.Lal@ecae.ac.ae
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Graduate Studies
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VICE CHANCELLOR’S OFFICE

GRADUATE PROGRAM CHAIR
Dr. Ieda M. Santos
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Associate Professor
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